Elevation
In outdoor scenes, depth edges generally appear above the horizon; in indoor scenes depth edges are usually below the horizon. This may partially explain differences in mean luminance and color at depth and non-depth edges.
Orientation
In both indoor and outdoor scenes, vertical edges are more likely than other orientations to be depth edges. In indoor scenes, horizontal edges are also more likely to be depth edges.
Introduction
Classifying edges as depth vs. non-depth What image cues distinguish depth edges?
Objective ground truth for depth edge classification
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Color
The color of the image tends to be slightly warmer (more red, less blue) at a non-depth edge.
Method
Other classifiers
Edges in natural images have multiple causes: they may be produced by object boundaries or a change in surface normal, color, or illumination. The human capacity to distinguish these different types of edge in natural scenes seems effortless, but little is known about how we do it.
Previous investigations [1] used small hand-labeled datasets that may be subject to bias. Here we employ the new SYNS 3D dataset (syns.soton.ac.uk) to automatically and objectively label image edges as depth/non-depth, and use the resulting ground truth dataset to better understand the image cues that could underlie this visual discrimination. 3. Match image edges to range edges to infer ground truth depth contrast at each image edge.
Depth contrast at image edges Where x i = angular distance to range edge i and Ʌ i = orientation difference between image and range edges If no match is above a threshold probability of 0.05 is found, the image edge is left unmatched and labeled as a "non-depth" edge (28% of edges). The priors, threshold, and distance/orientation distributions for matched edges were determined empirically from a set of image-range edge pairs matched by hand. 
Conclusions
Outdoor scenes: Classification accuracy as high as 85% is attainable. Color cues and edge orientation are informative. Accuracy of 78% is still attainable without these cues, perhaps based on texture, junctions, and/or shape cues.
Indoor scenes:
Results may not generalize due to limited dataset (12 scenes).
Mean HDR luminance in a 3 x 3 pixel patch on either side of edge Linear luminance computed using CIE 1931 color space = 0.2126*R + 0.7152
Defining "depth" edges: Depths d 1 and d 2 on either side of the edge were estimated by averaging three point samples on either side of edge. Edges with depth contrast > 0.1 were labeled as "depth" edges. Orientation difference between image and range edges with distance < 0.0005 rad (indoor scenes)
